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On Saturday, June 8 we are excited to bring talented country songwriter and singer Canaan Smith to the 
Fair! This show is part of the Table Mountain Free Concert Series presented by Coors Light. The show will be 
on the Outdoor Theatre Stage starting at 8:30 p.m. and is free with your paid Fair admission. 
 
Canaan Smith is recognized as one of Nashville’s most compelling storytellers. Whether painting a steamy 
portrait of a burgeoning relationship in his hit single “Love You Like That” or honoring the memory of his 
brother in his powerful title track “Bronco”, Smith knows how to draw listeners into his world by telling his 
life’s story through his music.  
 
When Smith was only 11, he lost his 16 year-old brother in a tragic car accident. “It was important for me 
that I write that story,” he says of the song he co-wrote with Scooter Carusoe. “I always wanted to write 
something that would honor my brother, but I didn’t know it would be in the form of his car. I had no idea 
the Ford Bronco that he drove would stick with me all of these years, but it has. When I think about him, 
that’s the first thing I see.” 
 
Smith has seen firsthand the impact his music has on fans as he’s toured extensively with superstars 
suchlike Dierks Bentley, Brantley Gilbert, Kip Moore and more! The RIAA Platinum-Certified song “Love You 
Like That” has been a proven fan favorite, as it reached #1 on the Billboard’s Country Album Chart and 
continues to garner extensive airplay, selling close to two million downloads. Canaan followed up his first 
#1 top hit with the party anthem “Hole In A Bottle”. “That song sets the tone with the fans every night.” 
Smith states, “It lets them know we are there to tear it up right along with them.” 
 

Canaan Smith highlights 

 In May 2018, Smith Joined Tree Vibez Music founders and Florida Georgia Line superstars, Tyler 
Hubbard and Brian Kelley as the latest addition to the TVM writing roster. 

 Canaan’s latest smash hit, “This Night Back” boasts over 25 million digital streams and counting 
according to Tree Vibez Music.    

 “Love You Like That” reached the Top 5 on Billboard’s Country Albums Chart.  

 “Love You Like That” is one of the top streaming tracks from all new artists in country music.  
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